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suspension sorted out: It rode harshly yet allowed the nose to porpoise over bumps. And the
Muncie four-speed didn't shift with near the smoothness of the Hurst linkages offered as
original equipment on some competitors. But with the L78 in its holster, an SS was a match for
most anything coming out of rival showrooms. It idled roughly but revved ferociously.
Remembered Patrick Bedard in a Car and Driver retrospective of top muscle cars: "If you came
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part to the new styling it got for ' See more muscle car pictures. Many muscle car owners
installed an aftermarket tach on the steering column, as demonstrated by this fine example.
Chevy muscle cars beat at the heart of big-cube high performance. See profiles, photos, and
specifications of Chevy muscle cars. Muscle cars came in many shapes and sizes. Here are
features on more than muscle cars , including photos and specifications for each model. Muscle
cars created their own culture. To learn about it, read How Muscle Cars Work. Cougar pulled out
of Mustang's shadow with the striped and spoilered Mercury Cougar Eliminator. Beep, beep!
Make way for one of the baddest muscle cars of all time, the Plymouth Road Runner Hemi. The
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Chevelle is one of the most iconic muscle cars made in America, with the and models being
among the most popular. Each model featured a few upgrades, such as a higher horsepower
engine or interior carpet. The Chevelle models in and were almost identical, except for some
minor styling details and engine options. The styling of the Chevelle underwent a few minor
changes from the prior year, including larger tail lights, a reistyled front end with a straight-line
grill instead of a honeycomb pattern, rear quarter panels oriented straight down instead of at a
45 degree angle, a location change for the interior door locks and different bumper mounting
brackets. The grill is probably the most recognizable change -- most of the other style changes
would be difficult for the casual observer to spot, making the and Chevelle models appear
nearly identical. In , the Chevelle Super Sport was an entirely separate car from the other
Chevelle models. In , however, Chevrolet changed that, offering the SS package on any model
Chevelle, including the base model. The Chevelle came standard with a horsepower, cubic inch
small block engine, while the next two models -- the Deluxe and the Malibu -- featured a
horsepower, in-line, six-cylinder engine. The "Z25" option in , however, upgraded any of these
models to an SS, which included a horsepower, V-8 big-block engine. Other optional upgrades
included even higher performance, up to horsepower. The SS also featured dual exhausts, a
black painted grill, Malibu taillights, SS emblems on the front and rear, a twin power bulge hood,
SS wheels and upgraded interior, includin
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g bucket seats and a center console. Chevrolet sold the SS option package on more than 83,
cars in , as compared to the sale of only 57, Chevelle SS cars in Perhaps the most significant
difference between the and Chevelles was that in , Chevrolet offered the most powerful engine
yet, a very rare cubic inch, big block V This engine had to be ordered through the Central Office
Production Order program, and only of them were hand assembled. Virtually all of the cubic
inch engines were shipped to the Don Yenko dealership in Canonsburg, Pennsylvania. Known
today as "Yenko Chevelles," these very limited edition cars are difficult to find and extremely
expensive. Laurie Junkins has been a writer since and has been published in "Literary Mama,"
"Rattle" and numerous other journals. Engine Perhaps the most significant difference between
the and Chevelles was that in , Chevrolet offered the most powerful engine yet, a very rare cubic
inch, big block V References Concept Carz: Chevrolet Chevelle.

